
SOUTHWIND MARINE TRADE  A SERVICE PARTNER YOU CAN TRUST

Southwind Marine Trade is an ISO 9001-2015 and ISSA certified ship chandler who cover all ports of Bangladesh.

Provides a great support to the marine industry by acting as eyes and hand of the vessels owners, ship managers, 

operators and catering companies.

We working tirelessly with our partners to ensure that their ships are serviced and supplied in time at any of Bangladesh 

ports. We understand the need to have peace of mind to focus on core business.

Southwind Marine Trade stocks a wide range of engine spare parts, hardware’s and multinational foods item to ensure 

the vessels maintain their operational capability, as well as a comprehensive selection of deck and engine consumables.

What gives us the edge comparison with other supplier in the country and the excellent quality of our products and 

services. Our employees try to take workout as much as possible as will just simply take that extra step for smooth works 

completions that is what makes us more popular then all average ship supplier.

Our principles to take most care of customers requisitions that no matter how large or small your requirements are.

We always provide extra care and professionalism to the clients need because we know the importance of delivering of 

first class ship supply and service.

This is our business ethics, we strive to work with you for utmost satisfactions and long terms business opportunity.
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This is why we hire full set of staffs for working by 24/7 to meets clients demands and desire.

We shall be proud to serve you while maintaining the necessary business ethics together with a high level of quality 

services, meanwhile we will stay competitive.

We are sure your team will be satisfied with the quality of Southwind Marine Trade supplies goods and services.

We pride ourselves on our delivery and operate 365 days and 24 Hours
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SOUTHWIND MARINE TRADE has access to a full range of deck equipment. at our customer disposal is a truly one-window 

service for all your deck consumable. Our experience and continues efforts over the years have made SOUTHWIND 

MARINE TRADE one of the most efficient and reliable companies in the shipping support sectors. we continuously develop 

and broaden our assortment in order to fulfill our customers’ requirements and desire. Our range included products from 

the ISSA stores catalog.

DECK STORES  



We are perfectly strong in sourcing all engine requirements with contacts database locally, nationally and internationally. 

We supply new machinery and pipes, pipe fittings, technical hardware and extensive range of products can be supplied to 

cover all shipping requirements
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ENGINE STORES  
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ELECTRICAL STORES  

SOUTHWIND MARINE TRADE is stokist of marine electrical cables and accesories. we alwys strive to supply the best 

quality products at the most competative prices. we supply quality electrical equipment in all voltage ranges to suit any 

application from a simple light bulbe to the most advanced electronics



CABIN STORES  

A complete range of cabin stores including everything from cloth and linen products to tableware and galley equipment 

ois available in a verity of forms.

Our products range varies in colors and sizes. we offer differant qualities upon request and we are able to deliver 

quantites needed by vessel. Taking care of every cleaning and catering requirements on a vessel is parmount to 

maintainning a healthy ship for crew and kitchen equipments
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SOUTHWIND MARINE TRADE is a leading supplier in safety items to vessel. We providing a full a full range od SOLAS, 

I.M.O and local authority approved LSA and FFE, A dedicated high quality service to customers, suppling personal 

protection, fire protection, life savavings and ship distress equipment as well as madical supplies
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SAFETY STORES  



SHIP SPARE PARTS

Delivery of spares is very time critical and essential for effective fleet management. This fact we at SOUTHWIND MARINE 

TRADE fully understand and take it upon ourselves to ensure that a cost effective and reliable solution is made available 

for our clients.

From our experience in the marine industry we are able to supply all marine spare parts for machinery auxiliary, deck 

equipment, deck crane spares, cargo grabs spare
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FOODS PROVISIONS AND BOND STORES

SOUTHWIND MARINE TRADE is an old food provisions and bond stores supplier for oceangoing vessel and multinational 

crew, we clearly understand the demand of quality, where is completely different team taking care of the provisions 

order until it's delivery onboard. We have achieved ISO 9001-2015 quality assurance standard  
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Merci  !!


